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SoftCom Business Services
Hosted Business Class Messaging and
Collaboration Solutions

SoftCom Business Services (SBS) has one goal in mind to provide small and medium-sized companies with superior messaging and
collaboration solutions.

Business Class Messaging
and Collaboration Solutions

We understand that messaging is the backbone of communications for today’s

•

Hosted Microsoft Exchange

businesses. Ensuring your company has 100% email availability using a highly

•

Hosted Windows SharePoint

secure, proven and affordable business class solution is essential and this is our

•

Email Archiving

focus at SoftCom. And we deliver even more.

•

Email Security

•

Email Compliance and Policy

With our hosted solutions you can:
•

Work How and Where You Want To

•

Achieve More Than You Could Managing In-House

•

Significantly Lower Costs

•

Access Premium Support

Monitoring

Our industry leading technologies and cutting edge, multi-million dollar

Mobile Device Integration
Capabilities

infrastructure means we can offer highly versatile and feature rich solutions
which are easily tailored to your communication needs today and in the future.
The result is increased productivity for employees and the ability to focus time on
activities that are core to your business success. These on demand capabilities,
combined with our Premium Support services, highlight our commitment to
offering best-in-class solutions for businesses.

•

BlackBerry®

•

iPhone®

•

Android™

•

Windows Phone®

•

Palm

TM

Work How and Where You Want To
SoftCom Business Services feature-rich solutions enhance productivity and are easily tailored to support the unique business needs
of each employee. Personalize your solutions using an intuitive administrative portal or by calling our Premium Support team. Access
email, calendars, tasks and more from anywhere, at anytime and using any device. Experience business ready features such as archiving,
compliance monitoring, content filtering and integration, and enable the most efficient work environment. Our job is to provide exactly the
capabilities you want, when you want them.

Achieve More Than You Could Managing In-House
Choosing an off-premise solution means you gain access to a cutting edge infrastructure and industry leading technology, which is
continuously monitored and updated by experienced IT professionals. From having a highly reliable and secure solution to gaining access
to a large variety of best-in-class features that support your business needs, an off premise solution provides the flexibility businesses prefer.

Significantly Lower Costs
With hosted messaging and collaboration solutions, you have a predictable expense and eliminate the large capital investments associated
with purchasing hardware, software, licenses, upgrades and more. Moving off-premise also frees up internal resources to focus on strategic
business initiatives rather than spending their time managing email. In addition, our flexible billing structure means you can design a
payment plan that works best for your business.

Access Premium Support
Premium Support customers are assigned an Account Manager who is a messaging and collaboration expert. Acting as an extension of
your team, the Account Manager will get to know your business personally and help you tailor our solutions to your unique requirements.
Committed to ensuring your company experiences the maximum level of productivity, savings and support, your Account Manager will
continue to align innovations with changing business needs, address questions and handle any issues, should they arise. Backed by a team
of experienced support professionals, available 24/7/365 via phone, email or live chat, you are guaranteed the support you need, when you
need it.

Experience That Counts

Contact Us

•

Founded in 1997

SoftCom, Inc.

•

Supporting 25,000 businesses

Toll Free: 888.625.5727

•

Customers across 140 countries

Email: business@softcom.com

•

Hosting over 2.1M paid mailboxes

Web: www.softcom.com/business
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